
Loading Dock Safety!

Pentalift is recognized as an industry leader in the design, manufacture and service of all types of loading dock 
equipment. Pentalift’s service department repairs, replaces and services all makes and types of loading dock 
equipment. As an original equipment manufacturer, our knowledge gives us a unique insight into factors related to 
loading dock equipment maintenance and service. Our service technicians can draw on information and training 
from our engineering and manufacturing staff to address problems thoroughly and more efficiently. Our service 
technicians are factory trained. They are dispatched in service vehicles that are fully equipped and capable of 
addressing the most complicated loading dock equipment problems. Service vehicles carry a large selection of 
loading dock equipment repair components to facilitate repair of equipment on the spot without having to get the 
parts and return.  Pentalift service departments area of coverage is greater Toronto and South Central Ontario. 
Twenty four hour service line promises the minimum interruption of your loading process. 

Pentalift Service Department
Increase safety, reduce downtime and  lower costs by utilizing the 

highest level of service expertise

Products commonly maintained, 
repaired, or replaced

Mechanical dock levelers
Hydraulic dock levelers

Vehicle restraints
Overhead doors

Dock seals and shelters
Dock lifts

Hydraulic lift tables
Dock bumpers

Other services provided
On-site dock welding services

Loading dock equipment re-location
Dock leveler hydraulic conversions
Deck and lip replacement / retrofits
Integrated dock traffic light systems

Dock loading lights
Wheel chocks and bumpers

Safety and maintenance Inspections
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Consult a Pentalift Sales Representative for additional information or equipment recommendations
Note: Some photos may reflect products with optional features. All Pentalift Equipment products are subject to design improvement through 
modification without notice.
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A Pentalift Planned Maintenance program is tailored to suit each individual 
application requirements. Considerations include the number of trucks serviced 
per shift, number of shifts per day, and servicing can be scheduled to minimize 
disruption during peak shipping schedules. Performed by factory trained fully 
qualified technicians a planned maintenance program will prolong the efficient 
operations at your loading dock area and prove to be cost effective.

Planned Maintenance

Available to upgrade the majority of mechanical or pneumatic powered dock 
levelers to match the performance, efficiency and reliability of fully hydraulic 
operation. A hydraulic conversion kit improves the ergonomics at the loading 
dock with ease of operation and increases the safety at the loading dock.  Cost 
effective and quick turn around times are 2 additional benefits achieved by 
converting structurally sound dock levelers to fully hydraulic operation.

Hydraulic Conversion Kit

Damaged dock seals/shelters are often neglected when in fact a properly 
designed seal at the dock door increases energy efficiency and increases safety at 
the loading dock by minimizing rain; snow etc from contacting the loading dock 
equipment causing slippery conditions. As energy costs continue to escalate one 
of the quickest ways to save money daily is to identify and correct any problem 
related to the dock seal/shelter. An efficient dock seal/shelter also minimizes the 
potential for damage to product and dust or vermin entry.

Dock Seal/Shelter Repair/Replacement

Loading dock weatherseal improve energy savings at the loading dock by 
minimizing the transfer of heated/cooled air from the exterior to the interior of 
the building. Weatherseal also minimizes exterior contaminants such as snow, 
dust and leaves etc from blowing up onto the loading dock area and reduces the 
labour costs of clean up. Available as a neoprene seal or available as a brush 
style seal installing new weatherseal quickly pays for itself.

Weatherseal
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